


KEY INGREDIENTS

  Hydrolyzed Wheat Protein – Provides 
volume and strength

Panthenol – Adds thickness

  Carbomer – Thickening agent

Dimethicone Copolyol – Conditioning 
and shine agent

Aloe Vera – Moisturizes and protects

Big Sexy Hair offers a solution for customers with fine, thin hair that need 

additional volume, thickness and body. Designed to add volume from roots to 

ends, it is also unique as it helps to maintain and improve the hair’s moisture.

BIG 
SEXY 
HAIR



BIG SEXY 
HAIR

VOLUMIZING SHAMPOO (pH) 5.00-6.00
   Free of SLS (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate) and SLES (Sodium 
Laureth Sulfate) are sulfates commonly known to be  
harsh and potentially damaging to the vibrancy and 
longevity of hair color

   Style Primed with Botanical Extracts (Chamomile, 
Horsetail, Algae), Vitamin B3 (Niacin) and Lemongrass for 
balanced moisture and volume

   Ideal for fine/thin hair seeking long-lasting volume & body

HOW TO USE  
Apply to wet hair then lather, rinse and repeat if necessary

EXTRA VOLUMIZING SHAMPOO (pH) 5.00-6.00
   Free of SLS (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate) and SLES (Sodium 
Laureth Sulfate) are sulfates commonly known to be harsh 
and potentially damaging to the vibrancy and longevity of 
hair color

   Style Primed with Botanical Extracts (Chamomile, 
Horsetail, Algae), Vitamin B3 (Niacin) and Lemongrass for 
balanced moisture and volume

HOW TO USE  
Apply to wet hair then lather, rinse and repeat if necessary

VOLUMIZING CONDITIONER (pH) 6-7
   Free of SLS (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate) and SLES Sodium Laureth Sulfate) 
are sulfates commonly known to be harsh and potentially damaging to the 
vibrancy and longevity of hair color

   Style Primed with Botanical Extracts (Chamomile, Horsetail, Algae), 
Vitamin B3 (Niacin) and Lemongrass for balanced moisture and volume

 Gives long-lasting volume & body to fine/thin hair

HOW TO USE  
For best results, use after Big or Extra Big Volumizing Shampoo

10.1 OZ - NTC 4741111
33.8 OZ - NTC 4741015

10.1 OZ - NTC 4743333



ROOT PUMP®
 FOR FINE/MEDIUM HAIR TYPES

VS. ROOT PUMP PLUS FOR THICK/COARSE HAIR TYPES
  Volumizing spray mousse gives the hair more 
volume by pumping up the root

  Leaves hair shiny and humidity resistant 

  Two formulas mean all hair types can use 
this product

HOW TO USE  
Spray into damp hair at the root and mid-shaft, 
style as desired

BIG SEXY 
HAIR

BLOW DRY
VOLUMIZING GEL 

   Volumizing Gel that inflates, thickens 
and expands the hair’s volume

   Alcohol free and never flakes

   No product feel

HOW TO USE  
Use on damp hair and blow dry

10 OZ - NTC 4741006

8.5 OZ - NTC 4741002



BIG SEXY 
HAIR

DRY SHAMPOO
   Mineral and clay based spray 
absorbs oil and excess dirt 

   Talc-free translucent formula is 
great for all hair colors and adds 
volume and UV protection

HOW TO USE  
Spray into the hair at the root area 
and work product in with your 
fingers or a brush for oil absorption 
and volume

SPRAY & PLAY
HARDER   SHINE: 8  |  HOLD: 8

   Super-firm, fast drying 
hairspray that provides shine 
and extra volume

   Gives hair volume, lift and 
hold, while defending hair 
against damaging UV rays

HOW TO USE  
Spray 8-10 inches from the hair 
wherever you want firm hold, 
extra lift and volume

SPRAY & PLAY   SHINE: 7  |  HOLD: 7
   Medium, working hairspray 
that gives incredible volume, 
lift and shine

   Anti-humidity formula 
good for everyday use 
and all hair types

HOW TO USE  
Spray 8-10 inches from the hair 
wherever you want medium 
hold and volume

SPRAY & STAY®   SHINE: 9  |  HOLD: 10 
  Intense hold, long lasting power 
and volume

   Protects against humidity, 
adds shine, moisture and 
manageability

   Stronger resins create a stronger, 
longer-lasting hairspray

HOW TO USE  
Spray 8-10 inches from the hair 
to finish your style and give an 
intense hold

3.4 OZ - NTC 4741004 10 OZ - NTC 4741008

10 OZ - NTC 4741009 10 OZ - NTC 4741007



 

Healthy Sexy Hair helps you care for your hair & helps your mind, your heart and your soul 

feel just as beautiful. From the shampoo to the finishing, it is a perfectly balanced line.  

The solution for normal to dry hair customers that need increased moisture and nourishment.

KEY INGREDIENTS

  Mimosa Flower Extract - helps 
provide moisture

Moonstone - Helps promote overall 
well being

 HEALTHY 
SEXY 
HAIR



HEALTHY SEXY 
HAIR

(pH) 4-5
   Free of SLS (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate) and SLES 
(Sodium Laureth Sulfate) are sulfates commonly 
known to be harsh and potentially damaging to 
the vibrancy and longevity of hair

   Weightless moisture, shine and manageability

   Ideal for normal/dry hair types seeking balance 
and moisture

HOW TO USE  
For best results, use after Healthy Moisturizing 
Shampoo

(pH) 5-6 
   Free of SLS (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate) and SLES 
(Sodium Laureth Sulfate) are sulfates commonly 
known to be harsh and potentially damaging to 
the vibrancy and longevity of hair color

   Weightless moisture, shine and manageability

   Ideal for normal/dry hair types seeking balance 
and moisture

HOW TO USE  
Apply to wet hair then lather, rinse and repeat  
if necessary

SO YOU WANT IT ALL 22-1
   Leave-In treatment combining 22 benefits in  
1 product

   Lightweight formula good for all hair types

   This product penetrates the hair, rebuilding and 
protecting from roots to ends

HOW TO USE  
Spray throughout clean, damp hair and leave in

TRI-WHEAT LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER
   Provides lightweight moisture, slip and detangling

   Perfect for any hairstyle or as a cutting aid

HOW TO USE  
Spray throughout clean, damp hair and leave in

MOISTURIZING CONDITIONER MOISTURIZING SHAMPOO 

10.1 OZ - NTC 4747002 10.1 OZ - NTC 4747001

5.1 OZ - NTC 4743001



HEALTHY SEXY 
HAIR

SHINE: 7  |  HOLD: 3
   Weightless hairspray provides bounce, shine and  
soft hold

   The softest hairspray and most touchable in the 
SexyHair brand

   Offers UV protection

HOW TO USE  
Spray approximately 8 to 10 inches from the hair for 
touchable hold

SO TOUCHABLE

  

   Lightweight, multi-purpose oil helps provide moisture 
to hair and skin

   Helps smooth, add shine and tames frizz

HOW TO USE  
Apply to damp hair from roots to ends and style as 
desired. use a small amount on dry hair to tame frizz. 
Apply to skin for added moisture

LOVE OIL

3.4 OZ - NTC 4747003



The perfect toolbox to create infinite styles ranging from the lightest to the firmest 

hold as well as matte to high shine finishes. These high impact products can be 

used on their own, or combined to create your own unique styling cocktail. Can be 

used on all hair lengths and textures.

STYLE 
SEXY 
HAIR



STYLE SEXY 
HAIR *All of our products have a hold and shine factor based on a scale from 1-10. 1 being the lightest hold and shine. 10 being the highest hold and shine.  

(pH) 6.15
   Activated Charcoal helps gently eliminate impurities and 
product residue that can cause dull, dry, limp or discolored hair

   Helps remove product and minerals from the hair in the most 
gentle, effective way

   SLS & SLES Free formula helps keep hair color fresh longer

   Use to thoroughly cleanse and clarify hair for a clean start at 
any time

   This safe and mild formula is great for all hair types

HOW TO USE  
Can be used daily or as a weekly deep cleansing shampoo. 
Apply to damp hair and lather. Rince and repeat as needed

SHINE: 3   |  HOLD: 1   
   Translucent, talc free, layerable aerosol dry shampoo that 
instantly refreshes hair and won’t build up

   Key ingredients gently absorb styling products, oil, odor 
and dirt from hair

   Extends the life of your style and prolongs the time 
between shampoos resulting in longer color retention 

HOW TO USE  
Spray into the hair at the root area and work product in 
with your fingers or a brush for oil absorption and volume

H2NO  
DETOX SHAMPOO 

SLEPT IN  SHINE: 4  |  HOLD: 3  
   Texturizing crème that conditions as it styles for all 
hair types  

   Does not weigh hair down and washes out easily 

   Provides soft texture, control and thickness with a 
second day feel  

HOW TO USE  
Apply to damp or dry hair and style

5.1 OZ - NTC 4744004



SHINE: 7  |  HOLD: 7 
   This sleek control wax delivers 
maximum definition to create strong 
and long lasting shapes with shine 

HOW TO USE  
Work a small amount through dry hair 
and style

STYLE SEXY 
HAIR *All of our products have a hold and shine factor based on a scale from 1-10. 1 being the lightest hold and shine. 10 being the highest hold and shine.  

SHINE: 5  |  HOLD: 7
   A Volumizing gel to foam that provides medium shine and 
all day hold

   Supports style while adding texture and shine

HOW TO USE  
Dispense a small amount into hands, work through damp 
hair and style

SHINE: 1  |  HOLD: 7
   Non-traditional clay in a spray form for all hair types

   Innovative aerosol application allows for fine and even 
product distribution to achieve an allover textured look 
with a matte finish 

HOW TO USE  
Spray into dry hair for added texture and medium hold

SHINE: 4  |  HOLD: 7 

   This product has pliable hold and a 
unique texture that helps create shiny,         
defined styles. 

   Ideal to create styles with a medium shine 
and high hold

   Allows to mold, define and shape easily.

HOW TO USE  
Emulsify a small amount into hands.  
Apply into dry hair to mold, define and shape.

CONTROL MANIAC®  BLOW IT UP  

SPRAY CLAY  
ROUGH & READY™  

1.8 OZ - NTC 4744001



STYLE SEXY 
HAIR *All of our products have a hold and shine factor based on a scale from 1-10. 1 being the lightest hold and shine. 10 being the highest hold and shine.  

SHINE: 9  |  HOLD: 10 
   High shine gel with extreme hold that never flakes

   Alcohol free formula

   Holds all hair types.  Add Hard Up® to any Sexy Hair 
styling product to give it more hold and staying power 

HOW TO USE  
Apply to damp or dry hair and style

SHINE: 2  |  HOLD: 8 

   Dry matte texturizing paste helps to create textured 
styles while adding bulk to finer hair

   Bonds to the hair, thickening the hair shaft to create 
fullness and separation at the same time 

HOW TO USE 
Apply to dry hair for flexible, bulked-up dry texture

HARD UP®  

FRENZY®  

1.8 OZ - NTC 4744002

5.8 OZ - NTC 4744003



Hot Sexy Hair is the perfect system to help protect hair against heat damage! 

Designed and formulated to protect hair up to 450°F. These products can be 

used by themselves or in combination with other styling products.

HOT 
SEXY 
HAIR



HOT SEXY 
HAIR *All of our products have a hold and shine factor based on a scale from 1-10. 1 being the lightest hold and shine. 10 being the highest hold and shine.  

   Formulated with Amphomer®, a  special ingredient that 
provides heat protection up to 450°F

   Up to 69% reduction in breakage*

   Weightless cream formula. No product feel, ideal for 
layering with other products

HOW TO USE  
Evenly apply to damp hair prior to blow drying. Use any 
other styling products on top for added control and styling 
benefits. Blow dry and style as desired

*results from independent study against untreated hair

SHINE: 7   |  HOLD: 5   
 Formulated with DynamX® for heat protection up to 450ºF

  Helps to maintain long lasting, damage-free curls without any crunch

 Holds curls up to 24 Hours*

HOW TO USE  
Spray on dry hair section by section to help set style and protect hair. 
Curl hair using a curling iron or hot rollers

*results from independent study against untreated hair

SHINE: 7  |  HOLD: 3  
 Formulated with DynamX® for heat protection up to 450ºF 

 Up to 78% reduction in breakage*

 Adds incredible softness and shine

HOW TO USE  
Spray on to dry hair prior to flat ironing for heat protection and 
added shine. Spray after styling to finish and hold the style

*results from independent study against untreated hair

PREP ME  

SUPPORT ME   

PROTECT ME   

5.1 OZ - NTC 4749001
4.2 OZ - NTC 4749003

8.5 OZ - NTC 4749002



Discover Vibrant Sexy Hair, a collection created with Rose & Almond Oil proven to 

keep strands looking vibrant for up to 10 weeks. Vibrant Sexy Hair is a collection 

of products that work in synergy to help seal in hair color, repair and hydrate 

damaged hair and to protect against environmental stresses. 

KEY INGREDIENTS

Rose Oil - Rich in vitamins, Rose Oil’s small 
molecular weight gives intense moisture and 
hydration by penetrating into the hair shaft. It 
helps seal in hair color, prevents hair breakage 
and protects against future damage. 

Almond Oil - Contains essential fatty acids as 
well as nourishing vitamins that help promote 
healthy and shiny hair. High vitamin E content 
conditions and nourishes to smooth the cuticle 
down resulting in shiny, vibrant looking hair.

 VIBRANT  
SEXY 
HAIR



VIBRANT SEXY 
HAIR

CC HAIR PERFECTOR 
LEAVE-IN TREATMENT FOR 
DISTRESSED HAIR

   Gives nourishment and balance, feeds 
hair and repairs damage

   Infused with proteins, gives hair strength
 to flex and stretch without breakage

     High in anti-oxidants and UV filters, 
protects against environmental damage

   Helps improve hair gloss and color 
vibrancy

HOW TO USE  
Use 1-2 times per week. Apply to towel 
dried hair and style as usual

ROSE ELIXIR
HAIR & BODY DRY OIL MIST

   Made with Rose & Almond Oil to give 
hair and body perfect nourishment and 
balance 

   Provides moisture, shine and 
nourishment. Color protection with UV 
filters

HOW TO USE  
For best results, apply on towel dried hair 
for conditioning and detangling, blow dry 
and style as desired. Can also be used 
on the skin

COLOR LOCK 
HAIRSPRAY  SHINE: 8  |  HOLD: 6

   A medium hold and UV Color 
protection hairspray with quick 
drying technology and UV 
Color protection 

   Hair color can be kept looking 
vibrant for a longer time

HOW TO USE  
Spray 8 -10 inches from the hair 
wherever you want medium hold  

COLOR LOCK
SHAMPOO (pH) 5.5-6.2 – STEP 1 

   Sulfate, Gluten, Paraben and Salt 
Free shampoo

   Rose & Almond oil helps keep hair 
color looking fresh for up to 10 
weeks 

   Restores and seals the hair shaft 
to protect from color wash out

HOW TO USE  
Apply to wet hair then lather, rinse 
and repeat if necessary

COLOR LOCK  
CONDITIONER (pH) 3.25-4.25 – STEP 2

   Sulfate, Gluten, Paraben and Salt Free 
Conditioner

   Rose & Almond oil helps keep hair color 
looking fresh for up to 10 weeks

     Protects color by restructuring the hair 
damaged by the color process

   Hair is moisturized and cuticle is sealed 
for optimal color retention

HOW TO USE  
For best results, use after Color Lock Shampoo

COLOR GUARD
POST COLOR
SEALER (pH) 4-5 – STEP 3

   Seals and closes the cuticle 
to secure color, preserve 
moisture, and impart shine 

   Neutralizes chemicals in the 
hair and seals the cuticle for 
extra color protection 

HOW TO USE  
To be used after each shampoo 
& conditioner as the last step in 
the regimen

10.1 OZ - NTC 4745006 10.1 OZ - NTC 4745004 5.1 OZ - NTC 4745002

10 OZ - NTC 4745005
5.1 OZ - NTC 4745001

8 OZ - NTC 4745003



WHEN USED AS A 3 STEP SYSTEM, STRONG SEXY HAIR IS PROVEN 

TO REDUCE BREAKAGE BY UP TO 80%!

Built with the purest form of Aloe Vera and softening Mango Butter, Strong Sexy Hair 

restores hairs natural STRENGTH AND FLEXIBILITY and prevents hair loss due 

to breakage!

KEY INGREDIENTS

Mango Butter - Mango Butter is extracted from the 
fruit kernels of the Mango tree. It nourishes the hair 
and the scalp with vitamins and minerals. Nourishes 
dry, damaged and frizzy hair. Penetrates the hair 
cuticle to fortify hair from the inside. Provides shine 
and combability. 

Aloe Vera - Provides a large vitamin and mineral 
boost. Contains 20 known Amino Acids  that help 
repair, nourish and protect hair. Contains a huge 
amount of vitamins including vitamin A, B1, B2, B3, 
B6, C, and E. Rich in folic acid, it keeps your hair 
strong. Gives strength, moisture and flexibility to 
damaged hair.

 STRONG  
SEXY 
HAIR



STRONG SEXY 
HAIR

(pH) 4.75-5.50 – STEP 1 
   Free of SLS (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate) and SLES (Sodium 
Laureth Sulfate) are sulfates commonly known to be harsh 
and potentially damaging to the vibrancy and longevity of 
hair color

   Mango Butter& Aloe Vera is ideal for damaged and 
sensitized hair. Helps restructure hair from within

   Restores hairs natural strength and flexibility

HOW TO USE  
Apply to wet hair then lather, rinse and repeat if necessary

STRENGTHENING SHAMPOO 

(pH) 3.50 – 4.50 – STEP 2 
 Free of SLS (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate) and SLES (Sodium 

    Laureth Sulfate) are sulfates commonly known to be harsh 
    and potentially damaging to the vibrancy and longevity of 
    hair color

   Mango Butter & Aloe Vera is ideal for damaged and 
sensitized hair. Helps restructure hair from within

   Delivers additional care and shine

HOW TO USE  
After cleansing with Strengthening Shampoo, apply evenly, 
comb through & rinse. 

STRENGTHENING CONDITIONER 

10.1 OZ - NTC 4746004

10.1 OZ - NTC 4746003



STRONG SEXY 
HAIR

CORE STRENGTH (pH) 4-5  
   Using the Masque instead of the conditioner gives extra repair and helps 
reduce breakage even further

   Helps restructure hair from within & provides extra moisture

   Delivers additional care and shine

HOW TO USE  
After cleansing with Strengthening Shampoo, apply evenly, comb 
through & rinse. 

CORE FLEX (pH) 3.80-4.50 – STEP 3 

   Provides instant repair action infusing hair with strength and 
flexibility with the first use

   Hair becomes softer and more flexible for easier styling and 
reduced breakage

HOW TO USE  
Apply on damp hair from roots to ends and style as desired.

8.5 OZ - NTC 4746001

6.8 OZ - NTC 4746003



Long Sexy Hair helps DETANGLE, add MOISTURE & give SHINE to long hair & 

extensions. Formulated with Moringa Oil & Biotin, the Long Sexy Hair line helps 

PREVENT hair from EXCESSIVE DRYNESS, DULLNESS & DAMAGE. Use all 

five products to perfectly care for long hair & extensions.

 LONG  
SEXY 
HAIR

KEY INGREDIENTS

Moringa Oil – gives hair high levels of moisture, 
detangling & shine

Biotin – keeps skin & hair healthy and provides the 
appearance of fuller, thicker strands



LONG SEXY 
HAIR

LUXURIOUS SHAMPOO (pH) 5.5 – 6.2 

★   Maximum moisture and nourishment

★   Free of SLS (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate) 
and SLES (Sodium Laureth Sulfate) 
are sulfates commonly known to be 
harsh and potentially damaging to the 
vibrancy and longevity of hair color

★   Helps protect integrity of long hair

★   Gluten & paraben free

HOW TO USE  
Apply to wet hair then gently lather, rinse 
and repeat if necessary. For optimum 
results, use in combination with the 
Color Safe Luxurious Conditioner.

LUXURIOUS CONDITIONER (pH) 3.5 – 4.2 

★   Maximum moisture & detangling

★   Free of SLS (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate) 
and SLES (Sodium Laureth Sulfate) 
are sulfates commonly known to be 
harsh and potentially damaging to the 
vibrancy and longevity of hair color

★   Helps protect integrity of long hair

★ Gluten & paraben free

HOW TO USE  
Apply evenly onto cleansed damp hair 
and rinse. For optimum results, use 
in combination with the Color Safe 
Luxurious Shampoo.

LUXE DETANGLER 

★   Provides 82% better Detangling 
to keep hair at its optimal best

★   Provides maximum moisture, 
slip and shine

★   Helps prevent damage due to 
dryness & tangles

HOW TO USE  
Spray on damp hair and gently 
comb through for an even 
application. Blow dry and style as 
desired.

LUXE DRY SHAMPOO 
★   Helps remove impurities in a gentle way

★   Keeps moisture in hair

★   Helps keep hair fresh for longer

HOW TO USE  
Shake well. Spray 4-5 inches from the root 
area. Gently massage with fingertips. Brush out 
excess product if needed.

LUXE BLOWOUT 
★   Provides maximum slip and shine on long hair 

and extensions

★   Helps provide Moisture, Detangling & Shine 
when blow drying

★   Prevents mechanical damage due to tangles 
and round brushing

HOW TO USE  
Lightly spray on damp hair and comb through. 
Gently blow dry for smooth, shiny and frizz-free 
hair.

10.1 OZ - NTC 474800

3.1 OZ - NTC 4748005
4.2 OZ - NTC 4748003

10.1 OZ - NTC 4748002

5.1 OZ - NTC 4748004






